Remote Scanning

See into Your Future
and Revolutionize Your Health

How a Flash of Insight Led to the Future of Wellness
Now in the Comfort of Your Home
This is pure information, and the true story of a
flash of insight – with a twist!

all he could do was hope for the best, yet prepare
for the worst.

What you’re about to read has changed many lives
– and may be the catalyst for changing yours.

Yet he never gave up. He visited practitioner
after practitioner, searching for answers in both
conventional and alternative medicine – to the
point where his parents were fed up driving him
to one clinic after another.

If you or a loved one has tried conventional or
alternative medicine for chronic conditions,
pain, anxiety, insomnia, headaches, indigestion
or exhaustion… and didn’t experience long term
relief or a cure…you are not alone.
Harry Massey’s story may be your story, and his
solution just might revolutionize your health.

Fortunately along the way Massey met Peter
Fraser, a visionary scientific thinker, who had
invested more than 20 years researching what
he called the “human body-field” and developed
remedies based on his discoveries.
Amazingly, these remedies helped Harry get better
step by step until he made a complete recovery.
During his healing journey Harry spent a great
deal of time lying in bed and staring at the ceiling.
Suddenly one day, Harry had a flash of insight:

How can we help someone who is too sick to
get out of bed?
Harry Massey was ill, and getting sicker by
the month. Diagnosed with Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome his health deteriorated steadily until he
became bedridden for seven long years.
The symptoms were devastating. Crushing fatigue
would hit like a storm, leaving a black cloud over
Harry’s head and driving him to bed. He felt that

“What if there was a way for people to find out
what was wrong with them and get well from the
comfort of their own home?”
“Why should people who are so ill they can’t get
out of bed have to drag themselves from clinic to
clinic in hopes of finding the right help?

WellNES at Home,
Anytime, Anywhere

This was the birth of a revolutionary idea: a
home wellNES system that anyone can use easily,
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whether you are resting in bed on travelling the world.

all your physiological functions.

Harry set out to provide “information” to help people,
little realizing that he would soon be “imprinting
information” in little bottles!

With over 30 years of research we have discovered that
the two causes of physical problems are distortions and
blockages in the body-field.

Together Harry and Peter founded NES Health, a
simple, powerful system to use remotely to spiral
people up to total wellness.

NES products help activate your body’s own healing
systems by correcting distortions. This helps restore
your body to optimal wellness.

His mission: to create the healthcare of the future, that
anyone can access anytime, anywhere.

SEE your Future Wellness

The Life-Giving Force of Information

Did you ever think about how your body-field
instinctively knows what to do? A perfect example of
this is the marvel of life itself.
We all start from a single cell that divides over and
over again, forming tissues and organs, ultimately
creating a functioning human being.
How miraculous is that, and how exactly does nature
know what to do?
The answer is “information.” Information describes the
way our systems are organized, but information also
directs the development of that system to create “life”.

How to SEE the Unseen

Throughout history, mystics and healers have claimed
we are “energy beings” surrounded by a complex,
structured network of fields that interpenetrate the
human physical body.
While traditional healthcare has primarily focused
on physiology, our research shows that energy and
information control biology. In fact, frontier science
proves that our bodies regulate energy and information
at a subcellular level.
At NES Health we call this the Human Body-Field
(HBF), and it serves as the master control system for

It took 12 long years of research, building the
technology and having the Internet advanced enough
to handle the data from your body-field, to be able to
bring this unique, remote WellNES program to your
home.
Now, with a single click of your home scanner or
miHealth, from the comfort of your own home, you
and your practitioner can:
•
•

•

•

SEE beyond your symptoms
SEE the distortions
in your body-field
to help you clear
energy blockages
SEE the information
your body needs to
activate your own
healing system
SEE yourself get well
and stay well

ProVision is ground-breaking software that lets
you see the unseen.

Once We SEE,
We Can Begin the Healing Process.
Step 1: Detect

You simply scan your body-field using your scanner
or miHealth, which sends the data back to your
practitioner who will view your body-field scan and
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assess the information.

Scanner
The scanning device lets you scan your bodyfield in the privacy of your home, and download
your data so your practitioner can assess it.

Step 2: Select

Your practitioner will recommend Infoceuticals and/or
miHealth functions through your home computer via
our NES Desktop software.

Start enjoying renewed health right awaywherever you are in the world.
“I’m normally a highly strung person but NES
Health helps me get into balance a lot more
quickly. I’m not so stressed anymore. I feel
comfortable now and I am a much calmer person
than I used to be.” - Ann Lohrmann, suffered from
high levels of stress

Step 3: Correct

You can immediately download any selected miHealth
functions that your practitioner recommends to begin
releasing any blockages in your body-field.
Selected infoceuticals will be delivered right to your
home so you can start activating your body’s innate
healing powers.

Activate your body’s innate healing system, right
from the comfort of your own home.

Get the world’s first true
telemedicine service!

We provide the solutions. Your body’s
systems do the rest.
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